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4. Choose a quote from the sheet and adhere to lower right hand
pocket front.

5. Adhere Paisley border across top of brown cardstock tag; tie
brown gingham ribbon through tag hole.

Page/Tag 4
1. Adhere precut Blocks and Paisley papers back to back, aligning

punched holes and notch.
2. Before folding up pocket, attach label die cut to paisley paper,

approximately 2" below notch, using brown mini brads.
3. Fold up pocket, using a small amount of adhesive along left and

right sides to secure.
4. Add quote of choice and three die cut squares to front of pocket

as shown.

5. Attach a patterned washer over tag hole; tie brown grosgrain
ribbon through hole.

6. Adhere remaining border [from tag 2] across bottom of tag,
leaving 1/8" cardstock showing.

Page/Tag 5
1. Adhere precut Large Floral and Collage [It. blue] papers back to

back, aligning punched holes and notch.
2. Fold up and adhere pocket.
3. Cut Paisley border to fit across pocket. Before adhering border

to pocket, attach two tiny tags to right hand side of border with
brown mini brads and tie brown grosgrain ribbon around border
on right hand side.

4. Adhere border to pocket, approximately 1" below notch. Adhere
square quote over border as shown.

5. Attach blue washer to brown tag and tie brown gingham ribbon
through hole.

6. Tie two blue ribbons through right hand punched holes of the
pocket.

Assemble book:

1. Line pages up, starting with page 1 on left and ending with page
5 on right.

2. Attach pages to one another using jump rings.
3. Tie any remaining ribbons randomly around jump rings

throughout book
4. Add tags and fold book closed.
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